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Abstract The growing diversification of the US Latino religious’ experiences calls for
scholarly attention beyond Protestant or Catholic categories. This study begins to answer
this call. Using interview data with 26 Latinos collected over 2 years of observation at
the True Lama Meditation Center (TLMC) in Houston, Texas, we describe how Latinos
who convert to Buddhism or actively attend the temple while also continuing to attend
Christian services (both Catholic and Protestant) see themselves and understand their
religious identities and practices. We then explore the reasons for their conversion or
changes in religious identities and practices through various theoretical lens. Although
the majority of respondents now claim to be Buddhist, many did not switch religions but
augmented or extended their religious identities and practices. Reasons for conversion to
Buddhism or concurrent involvement at the temple and Buddhist faith practices include
seeking material support and miracles and those seeking spiritual fulfillment they felt
they were not getting in Christian faith practices.
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Introduction
As the sun goes down on an unusually cold Monday in November in Houston, Texas, a
crowd of over 250 people gathers to worship at True Lama Meditation Center (TLMC).1
1All names and locations are pseudonyms.
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Master Chu, a first-generation Vietnamese monk who somewhat follows the Pure Land
Buddhist tradition (Mahayana), founded TLMC in the late 1980s to serve the local
Vietnamese community in Stafford, a suburb of the Houstonmetropolitan area. However,
today, the temple’s congregation is split into two populations—one that is relatively small
and Vietnamese that meets on Saturdays and another that is overwhelmingly Latino of
various ages, socio-economic statuses, and national backgrounds that meets onMondays.
According to temple staff, upwards of 90% of the any given service at TLMC is Latino.
There are a few Vietnamese practitioners who attend during Latino gatherings, but it is
sparse. The majority of the Vietnamese congregation comes on different days, but mostly
on Saturdays.2
Although we will further contextualize/describe TLMC in coming sections, a typical
Monday service begins with a community potluck dinner where Latina (mostly
women) congregants share food over lively and, at times, deeply personal conversation
about life and religion. After the communal meal, people line up outside the temple in
the backyard near a stage surrounded by various Buddhist images and statues because
the meditation hall in the temple cannot accommodate the entire crowd. Master Chu
and a Spanish interpreter begin the evening service by telling stories about the
Buddha’s life or how to properly meditate followed by testimonials from Latinos in
the audience, typically in Spanish, about how they have benefited, even been healed, by
following Chu’s teachings about Karma and the Buddhist path to enlightenment. The
stories range from finding jobs to being healed from fatal diseases like cancer. Each
week is filled with new miraculous narratives, interpreted from Spanish to English for
the Master, who in turn comments on each testimonial (Freemantle 2013).
The service ends with the recitation of mantras in Vietnamese and Sanskrit. After the
service, a Latina shares her story with one of the researchers about finally being able to
conceive after attending the temple. Others talk about being able to get a green card or
how their relationships improved as a result of following the Buddha’s teachings.
Although a few openly discuss why they left their former churches and now consider
themselves Buddhists, many make it clear that they have not necessarily left their
former churches but are now attending both and consider themselves Catholic and
Buddhist or unaffiliated.
Latino Buddhists, however small in number they may be, are part of a larger pattern
of religious switching or shifting religious identities and practices among foreign-born
and American-born Latinos. An estimated 32% of the Latinos no longer belong to the
religion in which they were raised. Most have switched to evangelical Protestantism or
have become religiously unaffiliated (Mulder et al. 2017; Pew 2014; Ramos et al.
2017). Overall, this marks a small but significant change in Latino religious affiliation
since 2007 and a pattern that is even more striking among Catholics (Diaz-Stevens and
Stevens-Arroyo 1998; Espinosa et al. 2005; Greely 1994; Hunt 1999; Pew 2014).
Roughly 77% of the American Latinos say they were raised Catholic. In 2014, 48%
stated that they were still Catholic with nearly 24% stating that they had left the faith
(Pew 2014). The largest net gains in religious affiliation as a result of these switching
trends is Latino Protestantism and the religiously unaffiliated (Espinosa et al. 2005;
Mulder et al. 2017; Pew 2014; others). While we have begun to learn more about
2 We do not know the proportion of Latino to Vietnamese attendees at TLMC because of the high circulation
of members and the lack of membership tracking by the temple.
Latino conversion to Protestantism, we know very little about religiously unaffiliated
Latinos and how they see themselves and their spiritual lives. We know even less about
Latino religious identities and practices in the context of other faith traditions.
Using data collected 2 years of observation at TLMC, including interviews with 26
foreign-born Latinos, we describe how Latinos who convert to Buddhism or actively
attend the temple in addition to Christian services see themselves and understand their
religious identities and practices. We then explore the reasons for their conversion or
changes in practice and identities through various theoretical lens that help to explain
these decisions. We close with a discussion on limitations and the implications of
Latino Buddhist identities on the religious landscape of the USA.
Literature Review
Over the last several decades, numerous studies have increasingly theorized about and
examined the reasons why Americans switch religions, but less research has explored
religious mobility among Latinos (Ellison and Sherkat 1995; Hunt 1999; Musick and
Wilson 1995; Perl et al. 2006; Sandomirsky and Wilson 1990; Sherkat and Wilson
1995; Skirbekk et al. 2010; Sullins 1993). Even less have explored Latino switching
trends outside of Christianity (Bowen 2013; Martinez-Vazquez 2010; Steigenga and
Cleary 2007). The majority of previous studies have focused on Latino Catholic
conversion to Protestantism, often focusing on conversion after being raised Catholic
(Hunt 1999; Perl et al. 2006; Ramos et al. 2017). There are several theoretical
frameworks that have been mobilized to explain religious switching. These include
(1) theories of assimilation, (2) national origins theories, and (3) rational choice theories
on religious switching. Conversely, we also consider (4) theories of religious syncre-
tism for those who do not switch religions but augment and extend their religious
identities and practices.
First, assimilation theories have been prominently used to explain why Latinos
immigrating to the USA are switching religions, particularly to Protestantism, given
its majority status in the country (Hunt 1999; Mulder et al. 2017; Perl et al. 2006;
Ramos et al. 2017). As Latinos live longer in the USA, over time they may incorporate
or adopt more American cultural practices and norms (Zhou 1997). However, assim-
ilation is largely no longer considered a singular and universal outcome for all
immigrants but an incremental process that can occur along a host of paths across a
single generation or multiple generations depending on the immigrant group, the
circumstances of their immigration and a host of other contexts (Alba and Nee
1997). Whereas classical assimilation theories highlight intermarriage between immi-
grants and natives as well as switching religions as the litmus test of assimilation,
measuring the degree to which immigrant ethnic boundaries would be blurred by these
couples eventually having children of mix backgrounds or the degree to which
immigrants convert to white Anglo-Saxon Protestant religious norms, contemporary
theories have increasingly challenged and reshaped these views (Alba and Nee 1997;
Glick 2010; Gordon 1964; Lee 2009; Mulder et al. 2017; Perl et al. 2006).
Contemporary theories, including but not limited to the segmented assimilation
approach, suggest that assimilation and incorporation depend on and are influenced
by the larger social environments groups immigrate to and the complexities of their
various individual group adaptations and behaviors (Alba and Nee 1997; Glick 2010;
Gordon 1964; Lee 2009; Mulder et al. 2017; Perl et al. 2006). These contexts, in turn,
influence the degree to which immigrants may intermarry or switch religions (Bohra-
Mishra and Massey 2015; Perl et al. 2006). It is often not a linear process. However,
linear assimilation can and goes occur resulting in several paths by which immigrants
assimilate—and this may or may not include intermarriage or any subsequent changes
in the religion in which they were raised (Bohra-Mishra and Massey 2015; Perl et al.
2006). This may also occur because immigrants want to identify more with the
dominant culture, because they are status seeking or rather are switching as a function
of their socio-economic circumstance and values, particularly among women (Brusco
2010; Sandomirsky and Wilson 1990; Sherkat and Wilson 1995; Wilson 1966). This
appears to be the case for many Latinos who switch to Protestantism (Calvillo and
Bailey 2015; Hunt 1999; Navarro-Rivera et al. 2010).
Second, national origin matters. Latino Catholic switching to Protestantism is a
result of a larger historical process in Latin America. Roughly 60% of the Latinos
living in the USA who have switched their religion from what they were raised in
are foreign-born (Pew 2014). Among those who are foreign-born, roughly 24%
converted before they immigrated (30% after) (Pew 2014; Ramos et al. 2017).
Latin America comprises a rather diverse group of people, each with a different
historical and contemporary relationship to Catholicism and Protestantism depend-
ing on the specific country or region (Zhou 1997). Although there is significant
evidence to suggest that Protestantism, particularly Evangelicalism and other
Pentecostal or charismatic groups, has grown tremendously across all of Latin
America, the largest net gains for Protestants has been in Central America—30%
of the Guatemalans, 22% of the Salvadorans, and 18% of the Hondurans and
Nicaraguans (Barret et al. 2001; Pew 2014). One of the central reasons why these
trends of have emerged is civil war and regional violence in many of these
countries. This has resulted in the Catholic Church removing priests and paved
the way for lay-led Protestants to fill the void (Brusco 2010; Ramos et al. 2017).
Third, rational choice theory has also been used to explain Latino conversion.
Rational choice theory suggests that people approach decisions such as religious
switching by evaluating the costs and benefits of those decisions and then acting on
them in ways that maximize benefits and minimize the costs (Iannaccone 1995, 1997;
Sherkat 1997; Stark and Bainbridge 1987). These benefits may include physical and
material returns—better health, jobs and wealth, or greater spiritual and religious goods
such as internal peace, alignment with inner values, promises of salvation and/or
existential security and emotional inspiration (Mulder et al. 2017; Ramos et al.
2017). Other extensions of this theory have considered social contexts (i.e., Bsocial
embeddedness^) of a religious decision and go beyond a mere calculation of costs and
benefits (Ellison and Sherkat 1995). In this line of thought, social sanctions by one’s
community shape the people’s religious decisions. However, in the Latino case, those
who live in areas with higher concentrations of other Latinos have not been found to
convert less than those in areas with a lower concentration of Latinos (Ramos et al.
2017). Likewise, another work has found that for some Latinos, conversion was not
simply a strategic calculation to gain benefits or to avoid sanctions, but instead a result
of them finding themselves moving into Protestantism unintentionally (Marquardt
2005). Protestant churches provided freedom in religious practice that Latinos felt they
did not have in their former Catholic congregations. Some Latinos in Latino Protestant
congregations even still identify as Catholic (Marquardt 2005; Mulder et al. 2017). In
interviews with Latino converts, their motivations for conversion were more tied to the
supernatural experiences of closeness to God than to gaining social benefits and
minimal costs (Mulder et al. 2017).
Fourth, beyond the more common theories and lenses used by previous scholars to
explain Latino conversion or religious switching in general, frameworks of religious
syncretism that partially build on rational choice assumptions are important for
explaining the context of individuals who retain one identity or a set of religious
practices while also attending and practicing aspects of other faith traditions (Sigalow
2016). Theoretically, in a free religious marketplace such as the USA, where the First
Amendment protects religious liberties and fosters open religious competition, you
might expect to find a high degree of religious syncretism, barrowing and mixing—at
least on an individual basis (Finke and Stark 2005). Data over the last several decades
appear to support this trend (Putnam and Campbell 2012). Roughly one third of all
Americans (35%) say they regularly or occasionally attend religious services at more
than one place, and most of these (24% of the public overall) suggest that they
sometimes attend religious services of a faith different from their own or that of their
birth (Pew 2009). Although it might seem that the growth of interracial/ethnic couples,
particularly those of diverse faith traditions, are the central cause for this trend, people
who are married to a spouse from a faith different from their own are neither more nor
less likely to attend multiple types of religious services (Ibid).
Those who attend another faith tradition or actively engage in religious practice
outside of their own faith identity are not participating in random religious dabbling or
haphazard spiritual seeking but making intentional choices (Roof 1999; Wuthnow
2007). In a study about religious syncretism among Jewish Buddhists (Sigalow
2016), these choices are made in the context of (a) cultural availability, (b) the absence
of historical tension between religious groups, (sc) perceived compatibility, and (d) the
degree of religious organizational freedom or strictness of each faith tradition. Groups
from similar social locations or those who share similar religious backgrounds tend to
have more exchanges than those of dissimilar backgrounds, especially if there is no
history of conflict between these groups and if they are perceived as compatible or
similar philosophically/theologically (McPherson et al. 2001). Americans increasingly
rate Buddhism as warm on social thermometers. Those who are not Buddhist them-
selves but know someone who is Buddhist, for example, are more likely to rate
Buddhism warmer than any other faith tradition (Pew 2017). This context appears to
be increasingly important.
Although Buddhism’s compatibility with Christian traditions, ostensibly seems an
unlikely pairing, some scholars find them similar theologically. For example, Grumett
and Plant (2012) suggest that there is a connection specifically between Pure Land
Buddhism and Catholicism: BPure Land Buddhism should be viewed not simply as a
brand of atheism but as a body of varied teaching in which truths may be found that are
capable of informing Roman Catholic theology^ (p. 68). Other scholars note how some
Asian immigrants in the USA find compatibility across religious practices and philos-
ophies between Buddhism and Christianity, despite church leaders speaking out against
the mixing of the two religions (Douglas 2005; Perreira 2004). Since Buddhist leaders
do not typically speak out against this mixing (although some may quietly disapprove),
it points to the organizational flexibility and loose structural boundaries in American
Buddhism that allows for more freedom to engage in religious syncretism (Iannaconne
1994; Sigalow 2016). In the Vietnamese context, this should not be all that surprising
considering that one of the fastest growing religious tradition in Vietnam today, Cao
Dai faith, has historically mixed or united Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism with
elements of Christianity—specifically Roman Catholicism (Ninh 2010). What this
means for Latino Christians who attend Buddhist temples or practice both faith
traditions is less clear and one of the driving questions of this study.
Setting/Context
True LamaMeditation Center (TLMC), as noted in the introduction, was founded in the
1980s byMaster Chu, a first-generation Vietnamese Buddhist monk who immigrated to
the USA after the Vietnam War. Although Master Chu loosely follows the Pure Land
Buddhist tradition (Mahayana) by directing his congregation to seek repentance and
protection through praying to the Buddha Amitabha for a favorable rebirth in the Pure
Land, the name of the center and other practices followed by Master Chu resemble
those of the Truc Lam Zen School of Vietnamese Buddhism (Thich 2007). As such,
TLMC can best be described as a new religious movement and religiously syncretic.
However, this is not unique to TLMC but actually very common in Vietnam and across
the USA in other Vietnamese Buddhist communities.
Pure Land Vietnamese Buddhism is the most widely practiced type of Buddhism in
Vietnam, but it does not have a strong centralized structure and hence has historically
taken on many influences, including that of Truc Lam Zen which is one of the oldest
meditative traditions in the nation (sometime between 1258 and 1308) (Thich 2007).
The intermixing of Pure Land Buddhism practices with Zen mindfulness meditation
was widely popularized both before and after the Vietnam War by Thich Nhat Hanh, a
renowned Vietnamese monk and social activist, who called the re-emergence of this
form of Buddhist practice BEngaged Buddhism^ (Hanh 1967). In diaspora, Thich Nhat
Hanh became a cultural ambassador for Vietnamese Buddhism and an inspiration for
many who fled Vietnam, including Master Chu. Although Master Chu does not teach
Engaged Buddhism per se, his approach to meditation is similar to Vietnamese Zen
(Truc Lam). Conversely, his view on miracles is more grounded in the Pure Land
tradition and a belief that all is possible through the Buddha Amitabha.
Vietnamese Buddhism came to the USA in two waves—one during the VietnamWar
and a second after the fall of Saigon. Today, 43% of the Vietnamese Americans are
Buddhist, the largest percentage of any Asian American population (Pew 2012).
However, only 33% of the American Buddhist are Asian and only 26% are foreign-
born (Pew 2014). Buddhism is growing in the USA, by some estimates upwards of
170% growth between 1990 and 2000; yet, many scholars are unsure whether these
estimates are accurate given that may Americans, regardless of their ethnic and racial
background or nativity, might engage in various forms of Buddhism and not necessarily
identify themselves as Buddhist on surveys (Bailey 2010). Buddhism is now the third
largest religious tradition in the USA but the impact of Vietnamese Buddhism on this
growth outside of immigration has been relatively unexplored (Thich 2007). The
majority of Americans who self-identify as Buddhist are white converts (44%) (Fields
1992; Pew 2014). Surprisingly, 12% of the American Buddhists are Latino but little to
no research has explored why or how they are Buddhist, if Vietnamese Buddhism
played a role in their religious journeys or what they actually believe and practice.
Compared to studies in other hemispheres, Buddhism in South America has been
relatively unexplored outside of Nichiren groups in Brazil who are largely Japanese
immigrants or non-Japanese coverts to Zen or Soka Gakkai traditions (sees for example
da Rocha 2005; Metraux 2014; Usarski 2012; Usarski and Shoji 2016). Although none
of the respondents in our study are from Brazil or of Brazilian heritage, the Brazilian
case is important in that the majority of non-Japanese converts to Buddhism in these
studies were largely Catholic prior to becoming Buddhists. These populations either
found Buddhism more spiritually fulfilling or flexible enough to maintain a loose
connection to their former religion (Da Rocha 2005; Usarski and Shoji 2016). It is
also important to note that many Zen and Soka Gakkai centers in Brazil, and elsewhere,
actively seek converts through innovative marketing strategies and recruitment
(Metraux 2014). Outside of this, and a few cases in Argentina, Ecuador, and Venezuela,
there is no evidence of significant and widespread Buddhist proselytization in South
America, particularly in Central America where the majority of our respondents come
from (Mair 2014; Noguchi 2008; also see discussion in Usarski (2012)).
Historically, Buddhism’s presence in South and Central America is the result of
Chinese, Korean, and Japanese immigration to countries such Brazil, Costa Rica,
Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela during the early nineteenth cen-
tury (Gil 2007; Holland 2010; Noguchi 2008; Mair 2014; Quintero 2008; Usarski
2012; Usarski and Shoji 2016).3 In most cases, these groups remained relatively small
is population size and did not proselytize. However, this is not the case with Japanese
migration to Latin America prior to World War II (Materson and Funda-Classen 2003).
Japanese immigrants in Mexico, for example, like Brazil, actively spread Soka Gakkai
Buddhism (Masayuki 1991). Although none of our respondents were Buddhist prior to
their immigration to the USA and Master Chu as well as TLMC have no institutional or
historical/ideological ties to Soka Gakkai, the spread of Buddhism in Mexico, while
relatively small in scope, is important to our current study. Much like the cases in
Brazil, the majority of non-Japanese converts were former Catholics (also see discus-
sion of Soka Gakkai Latino American conversion in Strand (2003)). More importantly,
the reasons Mexicans stated they converted to Buddhism was frustration and dissatis-
faction with the Catholic Church, a search for miracles or monetary rewards and
spiritual fulfillment (see discussion in Masayuki (1991)).
Method
Data
Data were collected over 2 years of observation at the True Lama Medication Center
(2014–2015). In addition to regularly attending weekly religious services and doing
3 Although verifiable statistics are often incomplete or missing, there are an estimated 287 to 600 Buddhist
centers in Latin America with anywhere from 150,000 to 920,000 adherents (less than 1% of the Latin
American population depending on the country (see Arda 2010; Usarski 2012; Da Rocha 2016).
occasional observations in various days of a week at the temple, and informally
interviewing Latinos in attendance with the aid of a Spanish interpreter (if needed),
we also formally interviewed 26 Latino of various backgrounds who attend TLMC
drawing on a snowball sample. Since none of the authors are members of the temple
and as such were outsiders, respondents were selected by those they interacted with at
the temple during observation and by word-of-mouth recommendation. Being an
outsider posed no issues to access nor did it impact respondent willingness or openness
to participation, because the temple is accustomed to having new visitors each week. In
fact, many first-timers come to the temple upon the recommendation of Master Chu
after they first met with him in his office during counseling and advice sessions. He
sees almost 60 people, 6 days a week. Interviews were conducted in English and
Spanish depending on the language preferences and/or proficiencies of the respondents.
Before each audio recorded interview, a brief demographic survey, written in English
and Spanish, was given to the respondents.
The interviews were semi-structured and followed a line of questioning along
several themes: (1) demographic background, including nativity; (2) religion of
upbringing/parents; (3) current religious identity/affiliation and the importance of
religion in lives; (4) why they attend TLMC; and (5) views on Buddhism and
Christianity. Among the 26 interviewees, the final sample is 61% female (39% male)
with an average age of 36 (in years). Thirty-three percent of the sample is married and
56% single with the remainder either divorced or some other status. Sixty-six percent of
the sample has children with an average of two per household. Sixty-five percent of the
sample is foreign-born (35% US born) with 35% born in Mexico, 16% in El Salvador,
5% in Ecuador, 5% in Peru, and 4% in Nicaragua.
The average education is less than high school with only 5% with some college or a
bachelor’s degree (67% with a high school education). Although our respondents
uniformly refused to answer questions about their household income, their educational
attainment likely places them in lower socio-economic circumstances based on these
educational attainment figures as well as the observation researchers made at the
temple. This is particularly true of those who have less than a high school education
and are of an undocumented legal status. The median household income of the area
TLMC is located is US$39,787 (US Census Bureau 2010). This number is well below
the averages of Houston (US$46,187) and Harris County (US$54,457). TLMC is also
very close to two Houston suburbs whose median household income is US$58,780 and
US$89,152 respectively. However, the congregants at TLMC report that they travel to
the center from many different zip codes and thus the median income and education of
both the center’s location and its surrounding area do not necessarily reflect the socio-
economic status of those who attend services. In fact, many respondents report
attending the center solely to find employment.
Drawing on a phenomenological approach, interviews were hand-coded for emer-
gent themes by one of the authors. Several themes emerged across three domains. The
first domain, religious identity, produced several themes—(a) Latinos who converted to
Buddhism, (b) those who remained Catholic but attend TLMC, (c) those who now
consider themselves Catholic and Buddhist, and (d) those who identify as unaffiliated.
The second domain, religious participation, produced two themes—(a) Latinos who
attend both Catholic and Buddhist services and (b) those who exclusively attend
TLMC. The third domain, context and causes of switching, produced three main
themes with considerable variation with each. These themes are (a) Latinos who attend
TLMC seeking material support, (b) those seeking miracles, and (c) those seeking
spiritual fulfillment. Exploring these themes allowed us to better understand what the
switching experience meant to our respondents, when it occurred and why, while also
being sensitive and inclusive in our approach to their explanations (Moustakas 1994).
Results
Identity, Conversion, and Commitment
Buddhism does not appear to be a strong or majority influencing force on the religious
identities of our respondents prior to immigration from Latin America nor is it a
significant factor in the American religious landscape to which they migrate. As a
result, national origins, whether it is Ecuador, El Salvador, Mexico, Nicaragua, and
Peru, appear to have little to no influence on how Latinos who attend TLMC religiously
identify. This is consistent with previous studies of Latino switching (Pew 2014).
However, Catholicism, as we will see, does appear to be a more salient force in how
they see themselves, despite the frequency of where they attend religious services.
While much of the literature on religious switching has focused on a single change
of faith tradition, Latinos who attend TLMC have not necessarily switched from one
religion to another. Many who now attend the temple consider themselves as affiliates/
members of two religions and are active in both (Ellison and Sherkat 1995; Marquardt
2005; Musick and Wilson 1995; Mulder et al. s2017; Pew 2014; Sandomirsky and
Wilson 1990; Sherkat and Wilson 1995; Sullins 1993). Some still consider themselves
to be Christian, whether Catholic or Protestant, despite being active at TLMC, while
others claim to have no affiliation at all. As such, the majority of our cases appear to be
extended or augmented identities and practice versus a complete switching. How they
identify, in many cases, does not necessarily capture what they practice, believe or
where they attend.
The majority of our respondents (45%), all of whom were raised in a Christian
denomination (95% Catholic), now claim to be Buddhist. For example, Santiago, a 20-
year-old man from Ecuador who was raised Catholic but now self-identifies as
Buddhist stated,
So, it’s not that I lost my [Catholic] faith, I just lost my attention to that sort of
action within religion because your body is your own temple. Your room is your
temple. The house can be a church. Really it don’t [sic] matter your location, it
depends on what you’re doing and what you’re saying. So, we [parents and I] left
the whole religion thing on the side… It really doesn’t matter if you go to
church… [At TLMC] I’ve learned a lot. I’ve seen people go through the good
and bad and [I’ve heard people] spoke of miracles.
Santiago’s words are typical of other respondents who describe their Buddhist
identity as somehow non-religious and more spiritual. Emely, who was born in Mexico
and has been going to TLMC for 3 years, considers herself to be Buddhist but her
parents who also attend the temple with her consider themselves to be both Buddhist
and Catholic. BThey [parents] don’t really go to Mass on Sundays that much but they
hold to their old identity… I am Buddhist.^ However, identifying as Buddhist does not
preclude her or other Latinos from attending religious services at Christina churches.
Fatima, a former Catholic that now self-identifies as Buddhist, stated that she attends
weekly Mass at a local Catholic church in addition to her weekly attendance at TLMC.
BI’ve been coming here [TLMC] for like three years… but yes, I [also] go to church.^
Others we spoke with who attend services at both TLMC and a Christian church,
largely at Catholic Masses, stated that they see themselves as unaffiliated but under
similar terms as the descriptions Santiago and Fatima give above. Daniel, a 33-year-old
man old from Mexico and former Protestant, for example, explained that he regularly
attends services at TLMC, but now considers himself to be unaffiliated. BI just don’t
think religion is in one place, it’s like free about, so I’m just a spiritual person who goes
where it feels right…I can’t really call myself a Christian or Buddhist, but I come here
twice a week, you know for service and help Master [Chu].^ Latinos, like Daniel, who
identify as unaffiliated or claim no religious preference make up roughly 11% of our
sample and largely do not see Buddhism as a religion. Jesus, for example, a Mexican
American who has been attending TLMC for 10 years, stated, BI really can’t say
religion is important to me because I don’t really have religion…^ When asked why he
attends services once a week, he suggested, BIt’s really peaceful... I think as long as you
follow your faith and do good actions…You’re good to go.^
Those who claim to be both Buddhist and Catholic, roughly 28% of our sample, see
the two religious identities as harmonious in practice and philosophy. This is also true
of those who still claim to be Catholic only but regularly attend both their churches and
TLMC or TLMC exclusively. Eighteen percent of our sample state that they have never
changed their faith tradition and remain devoutly Catholic. They also state that Master
Chu encourages them to maintain their Christian faith. Cristela, for example, a 28-year-
old woman from old Salvador who was raised Catholic and still considers herself
Catholic, stated, BMaster [Chu] encourages me to stay Catholic, so I have…God is
everywhere you know, that’s why I still go to Mass every week and then come here for
the Master’s advice also.^ Likewise, Brian, a Columbian who lives at the temple but
still considers himself Catholic and prays regularly to God and Christian Saints,
suggested that Master Chu does not want to convert people. BHe wants people to
become the best version of being a Catholic, best version of becoming a Christian or
the best version of their own religion, to practice. And not just pray, you know, to
something that comes from a book.^
Many that we spoke to did not see Master Chu as a master per se but a teacher or
guide. Corey, for example, who considers himself Ba quarter Hispanic^ born in the USA
and raised by B100% Hispanic grandparents,^ still considers himself Christian but only
loosely. B[Master Chu] is more a teacher for me… Not a master or anything like that. I
mean, he is a master in the sense of what he does and I completely acknowledge that but
as a master for me, I see him as a teacher… [Buddhism] it’s not really a religion.^Others
we spoke to, likeManuel, a 46-year-old man fromMexico raised Catholic who still self-
identifies as Catholic, see Buddhism as a practice versus a religion and thus still see
themselves as very Catholic, despite regular attendance at TLMC:
I never heard of Buddhism because Mexico is like all Catholic… I really under-
stand it’s [Buddhism] is a practice about how to be a better human being and
change your life. You can’t help others if you don’t help yourself. That’s what is
meditation, it’s spiritual. If you are not spiritual you cannot be close to God and I
believe God wants us to be close. Being here [TLMC] makes church more special.
They support each other and I don’t feel like I have to stop being Catholic.
This was a very typical response across those we interviewed.
For example, Mariana, a 26-year-old from El Salvador who was raised Catholic and
still self-identifies as Catholic, stated, echoing the sentiment of Manuel above,
BReligion is very important to me. My parents are very Catholic, so I’ve followed
their traditions… being here [TLMC] is part of my Catholic faith, it’s like spiritual and
good; I respect Buddhism, but I am still very Catholic and still attend my parents’
church every weekend.^ Similarly, Dora, a 57-year-old Peruvian who was raised
Catholic and still self-identifies as Catholic, stated, BI’m Catholic; I’m going to Mass
every Sunday… They [friends and family] think that I am crazy but as a normal person,
you have to be open minded.^ Clearly Catholicism remains a salient force and
influence on Latino identity in migration to the USA, but, as we have seen, regardless
of how the Latinos self-identify, many still attend services at both TLMC and their local
church. Master Chu himself, in his weekly service, frequently emphasizes the impor-
tance of devotion to their original faith by saying, BContinue to be a good Catholic.
Continue to read your Bible.^ As a result, respondents like Marcella and Santiago
pointed out the fact that they started reading Bible more after attending the TLMC. This
eclectic approach is something Master Chu welcomes and encourages.
Why Latinos Switch or Actively Attend Services at a Buddhist Temple
According to a recent Pew Research Center study (2014), only 31% of the Latinos who
say they have left their childhood religion state that the reason they left is because they had
found a congregation that reaches out and helps its members more. However, the Latinos
in our study overwhelmingly stated that the causes for their switching or attendance at
TLMC were for this reason. Whether this help is physical and monetary or more spiritual
and religious, Latinos who attend TLMC are drawn to the temple because they believe
they receive something beneficial by attending—something they were not receiving at
Christian institutions. Additionally, Latinos found it freeing to leave the normative
religious structure of their Christian faiths for the flexibility in Buddhist worship. Some
respondents emphasized the constant monetary requests by their former Christian church
compared to TLMC, where there is no community pressure for donations. Looking at this
in greater depth, we explore these decisions and the meanings/contexts associated with
them in the following sections. We break our analysis into two discussions, (1) Latinos
seeking material support and miracles and (2) and those seeking spiritual fulfillment.
Seeking Support with Material Struggles and Miracles
Explaining further why he thinks so many Latinos, like himself, attend TLMC,
Antonio,4 a former Protestant born in Mexico who self-identifies as Buddhist, states
that most Latinos are tired of being asked for money in Christian institutions when they
4 One of the few college-educated congregants among the respondents.
might not have any or get very little in return for their investment. This theme of church
requesting money appeared a few times in the interviews.
Nobody wants to have a veil[ed] sales pitch thrown to them all the time which is
which you get that the uh, in the church. In the church, you’re expected to pay 10
percent religion tax and whatever else you decide to… I think people come here
for both physical and spiritual reasons… You’re probably familiar with Maslow’s
hierarchy and needs, so if you don’t have food on the table, if you don’t have a
source for your personal living and it’s a little bit difficult to spend any time or
consideration on spiritual needs. One has to follow the other. So, the people want
to know about God, want to have a good relationship with God or a God or a
source of goodness, if they can’t meet their basic needs then there’s no real value
in pursuing understanding about God if you can’t put food on the table.
Expressing a similar sentiment, Christopher, a 25-year-old second-generation Mexican-
American man and former Catholic who now self-identifies as a Buddhist stated
[There were requests for] a lot of donations also. It was three times sometimes,
sometimes three times at one time. Three times donations that’s a lot of donations.
Sometimes they [Catholic Church] wouldn’t explain what the donations were
for…sometimes you don’t have the money.
Beyond concerns about not having the money to donate or not getting much in
return, many Latinos we interviewed suggested that they actually received material
rewards fromMaster Chu without giving money to the temple—a high return with little
investment beyond time. Jorge, for example, a former Catholic who now considers
himself a Buddhist, stated
Miracles happen [here] all the time. I mean there’s so many it’s hard to keep track
of. We were driving here today and my wife says, oh, by the way we get free
electricity again this month. Oh really, how did that happen? Well, I noticed on
the account that they said we overpaid again last month so they gave us free
electricity. If you’re here on Monday nights you hear some people [say] somehow
extra money got into my bank account. It was wonderful, just when I needed it,
you know things like that happen a lot. This is the second time. That particular
one has happened in the last 4 months or so.
Likewise, Luis, a 46-year-old man from Mexico raised Catholic but now self-
identifies as Buddhist, expressed a similar experience:
I was raised in the Catholic Church…yeah, but to be honest with you, yeah, I stop
going to the Catholic Church… I mean since I learned a little bit more from the
Buddhist, something in my life happen[ed], [that] never happened to [to me in] the
Catholic Church. So, that’s made me continue to come lot more in [to the] Buddhist
[temple]; I don’t say that [the] Catholic Church [is] wrong or is bad but I respect…
every religion…I don’t say I make the one side to the Catholic. I love—I do have a
love in that religion [Catholicism] but, I [have] never seen in the Catholic [church]
what I see here in the Buddhist [temple]. Miracles… I lost my job and then I started
to practice whatever he [master] teach me before I lost my job and after
couple—like three or four months my agent call me back to get the job.
Adriana, a 36-year-old Salvadorian woman raised Catholic who now identifies as
Catholic and Buddhists also stated
I am more spiritual than I am religious… people are coming from lower financial
classes [to the temple]. So, they need somebody who can teach them how to
achieve their goals. The miraculous magic thing can’t happen all the time.
Working hard is the only thing to succeed in life. A lot them [sic] lost their
way because it is hard for them to connect when they come here [U.S.].
Everything here is not like at home… these are not small communities anymore.
You get lost in the shuffle [and] the mix… But people, they are looking for some
proof that God is here and he exists. We follow the master. He is not gonna lead
you go astray.
In all three cases, Adriana, Christopher, and Jorge now see themselves as Buddhist
and no longer attend their former Christian churches because they have monetarily
benefited from their attendance at TLMC, even though monetary benefits might not
have been the only cause.
Many Latinos who attend TLMC are looking for miracle solutions, such as winning
the lottery, which will better their socio-economic statuses. Antonio, a 28-year-old
former Protestant and current member of TLMC who self-identifies as Buddhist, for
example, suggests that the socio-economic circumstances play an important role
drawing Latinos to Buddhism, specifically to TLMC and away from Christianity.
BUh, there’s probably a couple of good reasons but mainly master’s work here is to
help Hispanic people, and, well, this is Houston, Texas and there’s a lot of Hispanics
here.^ However, more than the fact that Houston has a large Latino population, Antonio
suggests that it is their overall socio-economic status that is the real motivation for their
attendance at the temple. BDemographically you probably are more aware of this than I
am but I would imagine demographically, Hispanics are in more need of help. You
know, more than some of the other demographics.^ As a result, Antonio suggests that
most of Latinos who attend the temple, like himself, are there to better their circum-
stances through the advice, teachings, and miracles given/performed by the Master Chu
each week.
Two of the foreign-born Latinas we interviewed, one a former Catholic that now
self-identifies as Buddhist and the other who was raised Catholic and still self-identifies
as Catholic, for example, echo the sentiments of Antonio above. Rather than stating
they received monetary rewards or jobs after attending TLMC, they stated that they
were able to conceive after going to the temple. Commenting on this, Marcella and
Fatima stated, BOur children are the miracle. There is a lot of miracles that’s why people
start coming [here] and more and more. They tell their family members and friends and
they just keep coming.^ Both Latinas no longer attend the Catholic Church; however,
others such as Ana, a 23-year-old Salvadorian woman who was raised Catholic but now
self-identifies as both Catholic and Buddhist still attends both TLMC and her local
parish church. BSince I came here I have a better life.^ Others like Maria, who now
identifies as both Catholic and Buddhist, stated she was healed by Master Chu, BI asked
the master to heal me and he said to just come drink the water and pray. So, I do exactly
what he told me… and now my health is perfect now and my mental [state] is also
restored.^ Ana and Maria did not leave their childhood religion but now attend both
services, because they believe that they are able to conceive or are physically and
mental better only because of Master Chu and his Buddhist teachings.
Likewise, other Latinos we interviewed have not left their churches to attend TLMC
and have also not switched or altered their childhood religious identity. Dora, for
example, a 57-year-old Peruvian woman who was raised Catholic and still self-
identifies as Catholic, stated, BHe gives a lot of toys for the children. In Christmas,
he gives a bunch, a bunch of toys for the kids… school supplies and clothes.^ Similarly,
Joanna, a 22-year-old from Mexico who was raised Catholic and still self-identifies as
Catholic explains her frustration at her church and why she now also attends TLMC:
I am Catholic. Religion is very important [to me]…but you know people go to
church and after church they start criticizing other people and stuff like that. Here
it’s like we’re learning not to do that anymore, you know to be a different
person… So many miracles [happen here]…my Dad started volunteering here
so [he] stopped drinking…My brother, we had a miracle with him that happened
about a year ago around July. His appendix exploded. We didn’t take him to the
hospital because we thought it was just like a stomach ache and we took him and
the doctors were like, BWell, thank God that you bought him here early because
he could’ve been—he would’ve died.^ And, so all the poison went to his body
and we told Master about it and Master said, BDon't worry, he’s going to be
okay…. just have faith in God and in Buddha that everything’s going to be
okay… so, because of that, we would just meditate and meditate. Not pray but
practice in a way… And, when he came out of surgery, he was perfectly fine and
the doctor said it was a miracle that [he] survived the surgery.
Whether they are looking for a congregation that reaches out and helps them more
physically or monetarily (jobs), Latinos such as Joanna now attend TLMC because they
believe that they benefit more from attending a Buddhist temple. However, as subse-
quent analyses will demonstrate, the better circumstances they seek are not just physical
or monetary but also spiritual and religious.
Seeking Spiritual Fulfillment
Although many Latinos in this study now attend TLMC for more material or monetary
benefits, the majority now attend the temple because of the religious or spiritual
benefits they believe they receive from Master Chu. This is particularly true of those
who have switched from a Christian tradition and now consider themselves Buddhist
only. Explaining this, Manuel, a 23-year-old former Catholic man from Mexico who
now considers himself a Buddhist, states
I needed more spiritual fulfillment than I was receiving in Christianity… since I
started having the, the bad interactions with church people who didn't really want
me practicing what I believed to be pure religion or pure Christianity, I kind of
stopped going I would feel like I should go someplace [else]. The churches don't
practice what they preach. Even if sometimes you might hear the old sermon that
says you gotta love your neighbor. Look here, Jesus says love you neighbor, love
your enemies. Love those who are beating you, persecuting you. Love those who
are just flat-out evil to you, love them and it's going to change things around…
Ultimately, I think God is not found in religion.
More than gradually drifting away from the religion he was raised in, Manuel started
to question the validity of his church’s teachings and the extent they were practicing
those teachings. In the end, he found that he was not being spiritually fulfilled and left
his former religion for a faith tradition that many, including multiple scholars of
religion, do not consider a religion but more a philosophy (Siderits 2007).
Similarly, Roberto, a 24-year-old Mexican man and former Catholic who now self-
identifies as a Buddhist, stated
Actually, it was by my mom. She’s the one who found out [about the temple].
Since we had a whole bunch of problems like my mom didn’t have a strong faith
with being a Catholic so [she]... tried to find which ones best suited for her. I
stopped going to church. [My parents] were only going cause of confirmation, like
when you get in on being a Catholic [member]. I thought [it] was boring. Cause I
would just sit there and just look you know. Sometimes I don’t even know what
they’re talking about cause I just [see] them reading off the books which wasn't
interesting. It was boring. And then a lot of donations also. It was uh three times
sometimes, sometimes three times at one time. Three times donations that’s a lot of
donations. Sometimes they wouldn’t explain what the donations were for.
Like Christopher in prior pages who described his dissatisfaction with tithing or a
constant call for donations in his former church, Roberto describes how these same
issues drove his parents to seek out another place of worship. However, for Roberto,
who states that he stopped going to church prior to this, it was not just the tithing that
was a problem but boredom—he was not being spiritually fulfilled.
Expressing a similar sentiment, Maria, a 41-year-old woman from Mexico, raised
Catholic but now self-identifies as Buddhist, states that she was not pleased with her
spiritual development in the Church. BWhen I went to church I didn’t learn much. We
[she and husband] have some wondering and we went to ask [the priest] and then no
answer or they don’t even expect some kind of questions like that. So, we left that
church… I am just more a spiritual person.^ Likewise, Santiago, a 20-year-old man
from Ecuador who was raised Catholic but now self-identifies as Buddhist stated, BI
[have] always been spiritual in nature since little. So, it made a lot of sense that I had to
be with a spiritual guru. So, it wasn’t until I met the master that a lot more things started
to fall into place with the spiritual side of life. I remember the [when] I was Catholic. I
went to communion, but it was never really spiritual thing.^
Where Manuel, Maria, and Santigo’s switching appears to be self-directed, a spiritual
journey of discovery or frustration with the Church, Roberto states that what was
happening with his family significantly impacted his decision and ultimately resulted
in him leaving his former religion. In all four cases, they no longer self-identify as
Catholic nor do they attend services at a local parish church. However, for some Latinos
in our study, Buddhism and attendance at TLMC appears to be just another part of a
larger spiritual journey with no fixed end. Carlos, for example, a 39-year-old Mexican
man and former Catholic who now self-identifies as unaffiliated stated:
I learned from religion but I have no affiliation with it…I just wanted to learn
meditation… Well, it’s not really a religion. I mean it has to be, technically, for
America. But like, it’s not religion it's like practice. I’ll kind of stay no affiliation
[unaffiliated] and just learn from them [TLMC]. As far as the whole thing for
religions and practices and ways of life, I feel like they all serve a greater purpose
and that even negative things that happen to people or the world at large helps for
a greater purpose.
Others such as David, a 22-year-old Mexican man who was raised Catholic but now
self-identifies as both Catholic and Buddhist, have found a balance between both their
former and current religion and not only attend both but believe that one benefits the other:
I was Catholic but uh, I wasn’t going to church at all. I was just praying at night
you know… [We] just can’t seem to really feel the, feel the inner peace, the
feeling to be a part of something. And here [we do] and I don’t know if you’ve
heard of the miracles? Well, once you’ve been seeing that and we say you know,
this doesn’t happen at church. I am not going to talk bad about church but... the
master doesn’t want us to convert, not at all. He just wants people to become the
best version of being Catholic, best version of becoming a Christian.
Other Latinos we interviewed, who attend TLMC, have not changed their religious
self-identification at all and still see themselves as Catholic—no change from the
religion of their childhood.
Dora, for example, a 57-year-old Peruvian who was raised Catholic and still self-
identifies as Catholic stated, BI am glad I came because what is this? Nothing wrong.
This is not religion, it’s the way to live… that’s the reason he [monk] does [services] on
Mondays so everybody can go to their own church Sunday. He doesn’t want to make
you stop [going to] the church, you know?^ Similarly, Jose, a 28-year-old undocu-
mented Mexican man who was raised Catholic and still self-identifies as Catholic
stated, BIf there is a place on the planet where one gets unconditional love, compassion
and mercy of God almighty, it’s True Lama Meditation Center.^ In both cases, Dora
and Jose believe that they receive spiritual benefits from attending TLMC and do not
believe that attending the temple contradicts the teachings of the Church or what God
would want them to do. They attend TLMC because they seek the spiritual fulfillment
they feel they are not receiving in their churches.
Discussion
Little is known nationally about Latino Buddhists in the USA or US Latino Christians
that concurrently attend a Buddhist temple and/or engage in Buddhist practices.
Although their numbers are relatively small (12% of all Buddhists), they collectively
represent yet another part of the larger pattern of Latino religious switching and shifting
religious identities and practices. The increasing diversification of the US Latino
religious’ experiences calls for scholarly attention beyond Protestant or Catholic
categories or at the least, an exploration of the complex identities and practices of
those who still claim to be Christian but have grown more syncretic in their faith
practices. Setting out to address this lacuna in the literature by drawing on interview
data collected over 2 years of observation at a Buddhist temple in Houston, Texas, we
first described how Latinos who convert to Buddhism or actively attend the temple in
addition to Christian services see themselves and their religious identities. We then
explored several theoretical lenses that might help us understand their faith choices and
practices. Several novel findings emerged.
First, Latinos’ religious identities at TLMC are fluid. Those who now claim to be
Buddhist or both Buddhist and Catholic or even Catholic only or unaffiliated only have
their own personal understanding of who they are, their faith, and what constitutes a
religion. For many, as we have seen, Buddhism is not a religion but a practice or
philosophy that simply reinforces or augments their Christian faith. For others, attend-
ing services at a Buddhist temple does not negate or exclude them from being Catholic
despite the fact that they no longer attend Mass. Among those who either self-identify
as Catholic only or both Buddhist and Catholic, 88% state that they attend mass at a
local Catholic church every week or almost every week. One hundred percent also say
that they attend services at TLMC every week or almost every week. Among those who
now self-identify as Buddhist only or as unaffiliated, 100% also state that they attend
services at TLMC every week or almost every week. In all cases, regardless of how
they identify, our respondents stated that they either meditate weekly and/or chant
Buddhist mantras daily—often in conjunction with praying the Rosary. What this
means for Latino religious identities is somewhat unclear outside of holding two
identities. The majority of our respondents (45%) now claim to be Buddhist and an
overwhelming majority were raised in a Christian denomination (with most being
formerly Catholic at 95%). However, these conversions cannot be categorized as a
Bhard switch^ but, instead, their Bconversions^ translate to an extension of their current
religious practices to include Buddhism or an augmentation of their faith perspectives.
On average, Latinos who primarily speak Spanish and are recent immigrants tend to
be more disproportionally Catholic and identify in higher proportions with their ethnic
and Latino pan-ethnic identity compared to later generations (Pew 2006). This appears
to be the case with many respondents in our sample who either still identify as Catholic
or Catholic-Buddhist, or even those who see themselves as Buddhist but continue to
attend Mass. Catholicism acts as a quasi-ethnic religion (Sandomrisky and Wilson
1990). As such, it can almost function as an ethnic identity, similar to the case of
Judaism. Catholicism has deep historical ties with Latino identities, particularly Mex-
ican identities (Mulder et al. 2017; Ramos et al. 2017). Leaving the Catholic label all
together may be too drastic for some Latinos who feel it is integral to their ethnic and
cultural identity. Indeed, other studies have found that Latinos who were dedicated
members at Protestant congregations still identified themselves as Catholic (Marquardt
2005; Mulder et al. 2017). Hence, in our sample, it may be that Latinos who attend
TLMC, see maintaining a Catholic identity as an important part of how they understand
themselves ethnically. It begs further research to find out how widespread this is, but
the pattern is similar to the Jewish Buddhists in Sigalow’s study (2016). So-called
former Jews who are actively engaged in Buddhist practices or attend a Buddhist
temple/center still see themselves as Jews ethnically and/or still engage in traditional
Jewish practices.
Second, there was no discernable pattern of affiliation or self-reported identity in our
sample by nativity or country of origin. Given that there is no evidence of significant
Buddhist proselytization in Latin America outside of Japanese Zen and Soka Gakkai
traditions, largely in Brazil, which appear to have no connections to our non-Brazilian
respondents, and given the fact that the USA is not a majority Buddhist country, we
find no support for traditional assimilation and national origins theories that attempt to
explain Latino switching patterns or augmentations and extensions in faith practices
and identities in the USA. However, given that the Houston suburb in which TLMC is
located has a higher percentage of Buddhists, specifically Vietnamese, than other areas
in Houston that Latinos live in large numbers, perhaps geographic proximity and
opportunity played a part in their search for religious change or shaped their religious
perspectives (Moore and Vanneman 2003). In an open religious market, availability can
inform choice (Brekke 2016; Iannaccone 1991). Yet, this should not be seen as an
indication that rational choice theory necessarily explains why Latinos are converting
to Buddhism. Many of the respondents in our sample appear to make some rational
based calculations but not necessarily to minimizing costs. Likewise, many in our
sample are not necessarily switching faith traditions but extending or augmenting their
views on religion and the ways they practice and engage those understandings.
Third, whether new converts to Buddhism, unaffiliated, remaining Catholic, or now
self-identifying as both Buddhist and Catholic, the overwhelming majority of our
sample have a high school education or less. Since our respondents uniformly refused
to answer questions about their household income, their educational attainment likely
places them in lower socio-economic circumstances, especially for those of undocu-
mented statuses but this is not certain and reveals some of the limits of our small
sample. Despite these limitations, only a few of our respondents stated that they left
their churches in search of wealth. This seems to go against what we have seen in larger
trends for Latinos who seek wealth in churches who promote the prosperity gospel. The
prosperity gospel has had worldwide growth and arose from a charismatic and Pente-
costal stream—the very denominations that have seen large Latino growth in Latin
American and the USA—but monetary wealth only seems to play a minor role in
drawing Latinos to TLMC (Bowen 2013).
There are some patterns, however, that are consistent with the rational choice theory.
For example, Iannacconne’s proposition of assembling a diversified portfolio of com-
peting religious assets appears to be happening on some level with Latinos at TLMC
(Iannaccone 1997:37). In line with his theorization, Latinos at TLMC appear to be
hedging their bets by engaging in a variety of spiritual activities across a free religious
market. Those Latinos who attend a church service on Sundays and then chant
Vietnamese or Chinese mantras on Mondays at TLMC, and visiting Master Chu in
his office in all other days of the week for spiritual advice, for example, appear to be
doing all they can, covering all religious bases, to fulfill their spiritual needs or meet
their miraculous goals. This is especially true of those seeking to have children or get
cured from an illness. Yet, many of the attendees at TLMC are Bfree riders^ with little
commitment to the center. Only a handful of people contribute to the weekly potluck
dinner, for example, and only a small group gives monetarily to the center or volun-
teers. This is not what Iannaccone would anticipate (Iannaccone 1994). The TLMC’s
monetary needs are mostly met through the donations from the Vietnamese portion of
the congregation.
Unfortunately, we do not have the data to explore whether those who reached their
socio-economic goals or realize their purposes or even found the miracles they were
seeking stop attending the temple or not. Despite this limitation, it appears that the most
prominent narrative in our sample for explaining why Latinos attend TLMC, engage in
Buddhist practices or left their Christian churches, was a genuine hunger to get certain
needs met. Much like the cases of non-Japanese converts to Soka Gakkai in Brazil and
Mexico, our respondents express a certain level of frustration and dissatisfaction with
the Catholic Church, particularly over the issue of tithing (compare da Rocha 2005,
2016; Masayuki 1991). More importantly, like the Soka Gakkai cases, our respondents
appear to be searching for miracles and spiritual fulfillment that they were not receiving
by remaining only Christian or engaging solely in Christian practices (Ibid). Although
the Latinos in our sample might be considered Bfree riders^ through a rational choice
lens, Master Chu actually encourages this behavior which points to the flexibility of
TLMC as a Buddhist institution and highlights the utility of religious syncretism
frameworks for explaining this phenomenon.
Fourth, much like the Jewish Buddhists’ Sigalow (2016) studies, our respondents are
augmenting and extending their religious identities and practices by making choices in the
context of a free market. Drawing on a religious syncretic framework analysis, there is no
historical conflict between Buddhism and Christianity in the countries from which our
sample immigrated. They obviously perceive Buddhism as theologically and philosoph-
ically compatible with their understandings of Christianity. And TLMC is clearly flexible
enough as an organization to not only foster their faith choices and practices but encourage
them as well. Buddhism, perhaps as a perceived non-religion, allows an alternative for
Latinos—one that does not require them to leave one for the other. Buddhism may also
provide the freedom and ability to maintain several ethnic affiliations as opposed to
leaving Catholicism altogether. If we put it in rational choice language, it could be that
there are less Bcosts^ to becoming Buddhist than Protestant for Catholic Latinos.
It also seems that Buddhism provides many in our sample with a new way to
articulate how to live and deal with life. As such, perhaps Buddhism is an attractive
religion to people in the USA due to the reasons articulated here by our respondents
(see for example Seager (2012) and Wuthnow and Cadge (2004)). This is not complete-
ly unique to TLMC. David Chappell (1995) states that Buddhism, specifically Soka
Gakkai, is perhaps one of the only religious traditions that is not only appealing to
American Latinos but actively prepared to meet their spiritual needs (also see Strand
(2003)). Although we do not know how truly generalizable Chappell’s statement is to
American Latinos across the nation, it is yet another case outside of our own where we
find Latinos interested in or practicing Buddhism. Considering this, Buddhism appears
to allow Latinos a more flexible religious identity compared to Christianity—one that
they are culturally available to engage. Latinos who struggle to shed a Catholic identity,
for example, may be attracted to Buddhism, at least as it is practiced at TLMC, because
Master Chu allows them to maintain their prior religious identifications and in fact
encourages people to remain active in their previous churches. Thus, Latino Buddhists
who still identify as Catholic can still maintain their ethnic roots while also getting their
spiritual needs fulfilled at the temple. However, it may also be the case that attendance
at TLMC further informs, shapes, and strengthens their existing Christian faith.
We believe this case study is the first step in providing a unique insight into a
relatively unknown and understudied component of Latino religious life in the USA.
The reasons articulated for becoming Buddhist or engaging in Buddhist practices are
complex and multifaceted, as we have seen. However, given the limits of our sample,
we do not know how typical Latinos at TLMC are of other Latino Buddhists nationally
nor do we know what impact Vietnamese Buddhist centers, Pure Land or otherwise, are
having on their faith journey more generally. Clearly, more research is needed that
compares multiple sites in various geographic areas, socio-economic (SES) differences,
and takes into consideration the ethnic diversity in other Latino communities in the
USA. Our study is a step in this direction.
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